INTRODUCTION
Considerable literature including Bullen [1], Flugge [2] and Stoneley [3] is available on the theory of surface waves in an isotropic homogeneous elastic solid medium. However, the effects of gravity, viscosity and curvature, although important, are not included in the classical problems. Biot [4] has first investigated the effect of gravity on Rayleigh waves on the surface of an elastic solid based on the assumption that gravity produces a type of initial stress of hydrostatic in nature. Subsequently, Biot's theory has been used by several authors including De and Sengupta [5, 6 ] to study problems of waves and vibrations in solids under the initial stress in various configurations. Further, Sengupta and his associates [7] [8] [9] have made an attempt to study the problems of surface waves in solids involving time rate of strain and viscosity. In spite of these studies, relatively less attention has been given to surface wave problems in a higher order visco-elastic (-p'/q')[ V;'(Q I) + 2v,'.."( + i,t',.Q',.)] Equation (3.12) gives the wave velocity for the surface waves in the common boundary, and the strain rate and the stress rate of higher order in the presence of gravity and viscosity are included in (3.12).
PARTICULAR CASES (i) Rayleigh Waves
In order to investigate the possibility of Rayleigh waves, we take the plane boundary as a free surface with M2 replaced by a vacuum. Obviously, there are no SH-waves in this case. In view of (3.1 ld) and (3.11]), we obtain {2iQ +(1 + Q)cq}a + {2iQ2 +(1 +Q_)ct2}a2-o, Applying these boundary conditions and using (3.8) and (4.5), we find -"V',, -o,:,,; "q; -Cte -C2e =0.
Eliminating C, C' and C'2 from the equations (4.6)-(4.8), we obtain (4.7) (pV'/'q)V/1-cZrl'dV'2s +(p'V':z/q')V'(cZrl,'/I/') tan,lHVCcZq '/vS -0 (4.9) where c coal. This is the required wave velocity equation for higher order visco-elastic Love waves involving the strain rate and stress rate under the influence of gravity. It is important to note that l,ove waves are not affected by gravity but by viscosity. When q0 and q, rl', Z., X'-la, la', 0 (k 1, 2,..., n)then equation (4.9) [11 [21 [3] [41 [61 [7] [8]
